Entry Level Structural Engineer  
TD&H Engineering  
Great Falls, Montana

TD&H Engineering has an entry level opening for a structural engineer in the Great Falls, Montana office. Desired qualifications include:

- MS degree (although we will consider a qualified applicant with a BS degree) in civil engineering with coursework (emphasis) specific to structural engineering.
- For minimum qualifications applicants must have an EIT certification (passed the FE exam).
- Must be technically competent having taken most of the coursework required to design structures using the following construction materials: timber, steel, masonry and concrete.
- Skills in AutoCAD and Revit software are desirable but not required.

The type of structural design work TD&H Engineering performs includes a wide variety opportunities: commercial, military, industrial, medical and residential design; bridge design; and analysis of existing structures. Salary will be commensurate with education and qualifications. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer and offer advancement opportunities, continuing education, and a comprehensive benefits package that includes health/dental insurance, retirement programs, cash bonuses, life insurance, and disability insurance. To apply, send an email with resume, cover letter, and list of references to human.resources@tdhengineering.com Please do not call with inquiries. The position will be open until it is filled. With two rivers connecting in Great Falls and with its prairie location near mountains on three sides, Great Falls is an ideal location with beautiful vistas and many outdoor recreational activities including an extensive trail system along the Missouri River.